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STUDENT: SOUTH AFRICA 64 - 10 SCOTLAND 
13th July 2013, 8:04 
By Lewis Firth 
  
Centre Hein Pretorius was the star as South Africa cruised to fifth spot with a comprehensive performance. 
  
The stand off bagged a hat trick while the kicking of Hein Olivier, who finished with 10 goals from 11 
attempts, was also significant. 
  
Playing up the slope, the South Africans opened the scoring in the eighth minute when prop Manie Loots 
powered over and they did not have to wait long to further their advantage as Pretorius went across in the 
left corner, just about managing to keep his feet away from touch; Olivier with his only miss. 
  
Scotland hit back in the 16th minute, Louis Senter with a brilliant dummy and offload to Dan Turland who 
went over unchallenged, Senter adding the extras. 
  
South African upped their game and restored their ten-point advantage through Jean Pierre Nel. The big 
prop bundled over the line and just about managed to get his arm free of the tackle to ground the ball. 
  
Pretorius offloaded for Jean-Di Oosthuisen to score on the left and there was time for one more try before 
the break but it came in slightly controversial circumstances. 
  
Neels Venter appeared to have dropped the ball over the line, but after speaking to his touch-judge on the 
far side, referee Tom Hudson awarded the try. Olivier added the two to leave the score 28-6 at the interval. 
  
Pretorius added his second try less than five minutes after the restart, as Olivier’s high bomb was too much 
for stand-in full-back Liam McLaren to deal with and his treble came up six minutes later as he was far too 
quick for McLaren and Senter to catch as he ran from the half-way line. 
  
In the 54th minute Jean Coetzer was sin-binned after a scrap involving several players, and Scotland made 
their man advantage tell in the 61st minute through Sam Herron, although Senter missed a difficult kick to 
leave the score 40-10. 
  
A brilliant Olivier 40-20 gave South Africa the field position for Venter to score his second try, and the near-
faultless Olivier added the extras. 
  
By now Coetzer was back on the field and his up-and-under caused havoc, Johan Harmse feeding Riaan 
Laidlaw for the try. 
  
Scotland prop Terry Skeet was sin-binned after another scrap in the 76th minute but there was time for 
South Africa to score twice more before the end, with tries from Coetzer and Oousthuizen. 
  
South Africa coach Jonathan Soares said, “The biggest part of our game is that even if we are defending 
we still try and control the game, and we got that right tonight. 
  
“We knew the guys would dig deep and turn up tonight, we got our heads in front, and we just kept going. 
  
“We are extremely proud, we performed very well tonight.” 
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SOUTH AFRICA 
1 Allan Kasselman 
2 Chester Mbekela 
4 Jean Coetzer 
3 Hein Pretorius 
5 Marco Marais 
6 Hein Olivier 
19 Johan Harmse 
15 Jean Pierre Nel 
22 Nardus Raubenheimer 
24 Manie Loots 
11 Ian van Deventer 
14 Jean-Di Oosthuisen 
13 Neels Venter 
Substitutes 
16 Rudolf Prinsloo 
10 Christo Louw 
7 Hans du Plessis 
21 Riaan Laidlaw 
Tries: Loots, Pretorius 3, Nel,  Oosthuisen 2, Venter 2, Laidlaw, Coetzer 
Goals: 
Olivier 10/11 
Sin bin: Coetzer 
  
SCOTLAND 
1 Paul Stewart 
18 Ruaridh Cuthbertson 
3 Dan Macleod 
19 Aidan Holland 
14 Fraser Majoriebanks 
13 Callum Boyle 
7 Louis Senter 
16 Calum Macdonald 
6 Martin McNiven 
15 Sam Herron 
11 Dan Turland 
12 Nathan Delgado 
17 Gavin Reed 
Substitutes 
5 Alasdair McDougal-Stone 
2 Liam McLaren 
10 Terry Skeet 
9 Douglas Crighton 
Tries: Turland, Herron 
Goals: Senter 1/2 
Sin bin: Skeet 
Half time: 28-6 
Referee: Tom Hudson 


